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Lewis-Price & Associates Named Finalist for Corporate
Social Responsibility Awards
MCLEAN, Va., Apr. 28, 2021 – Lewis-Price & Associates, Inc., a fast-growing mission
solutions company supporting federal agencies through premiere training, program
management and technology services, announced today that they have been
recognized by the Corporate Social Responsibility and Nonprofit Awards as a finalist
in the category of Campaign by a Black-Owned Business. This category honors
excellence in successful communications and PR campaigns executed by Blackowned businesses.
“Our team takes great pride in being recognized for our professional development
achievements,” said Ken Coleman, founder and CEO of Lewis-Price. “Corporate
social responsibility is key to Lewis-Price & Associates’ mission and we are dedicated
to providing groundbreaking solutions for our clients while giving back to the
community around us. We are honored to be nominated alongside many other
leading companies who share our same passion for community, diversity and
inclusion. Congratulations to our diligent team for the hard work that earned LewisPrice this achievement.”
The annual Corporate Social Responsibility and Nonprofit Awards are presented by
PRNews and recognize businesses who strive to use their platforms for the
betterment of their local communities and the global community at large. Selected
finalists represent communicators that amplify the voices of marginalized groups
and dedicate themselves to social causes. Winners were announced at the virtual
awards ceremony on April 27.
Lisa Slappy, Chief Communications Officer of Lewis-Price, spoke alongside a panel of
industry leaders at the Social Impact Summit preceding the awards ceremony. She
discussed the company’s approach to corporate social responsibility and how it
aligns with the core values. Being transparent, authentic and an internal investment
are a few considerations when participating or donating to worthy causes, she said.
View the full list of finalists here: https://www.prnewsonline.com/go/csr-diversityawards-2021/

About Lewis-Price & Associates Inc.

Lewis-Price & Associates, Inc., is a fast-growing mission solutions company supporting federal agencies
through premiere training, program management and IT services. Serving federal agencies across the
government spectrum, from defense to civilian, we ensure success of ongoing federal agency operations
through effective curriculum development, professional coaching, program management, administrative
and technical services. Lewis-Price is committed to providing high quality, effective and on-time
solutions to partners and customers through a team that values integrity, intention, and excellence in
everything we do. Learn about how we can bring our unique approach to success to your organization
today at lewisprice.com and please follow us on LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter.
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